Introduction
Let X be an m-dimensional complex manifold and let £ be a vector bundle on X. A hermitian inner product in E is given as usual and is denoted by H(£, rj). In particular, when £ = rj, we write H(£, £) as |£| 2 . By 0(E) we denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of E. X is called a weakly 1-complete manifold when there exists a C°°-differentiable pseudoconvex function W on X such that X c ={W<c} is relatively compact in X for any real number c. We see that if X is a weakly 1-complete manifold, X c is also a weakly 1-complete manifold. Now we consider a weakly 1-complete manifold with a positive vector bundle E (see, Definition (1.4) in §1). Then the following theorems have been proved by S. Nakano [8] and H. Kazama [4] 
Corollary.
H«(X, 0(£®K)) = 0 for q^l .
This follows from Theorems 1 and 2 by a well known technique (see, Gunning and Rossi [2] , p. 243, Theorem 14).
In this short note we shall give simple proofs of the above theorems by using the method due to K. Kodaira (see, Theorem 3 in §2) and a key lemma due to A. Andreotti and E. Vesentini (see, [1] , p. 93, Proposition 5). The original proof of Theorem 1 is very complicated because of the choices of the metrics of E and X (see, the proof of (iii) in Proposition 1 in p. 172, Nakano [8] ). Kazama's proof is very long.
Sections 1 and 2 are devoted to preliminaries and in section 3 our proofs will be done. Let X be an m-dimensional complex manifold and let E be a hermitian vector bundle of rank r on X. We cover X by locally finite coordinate neighborhoods {U^} and denote local coordinates on 17 A by z], zjf,..., z^. With respect to this covering a hermitian inner product H is expressed by a system of positive definite hermitian matrixes {(h, ikj )} on 17 A : for ejections £ = {(«, £!,..., «)} and >j = {fai, f/f,..., of E on X,
0-1) fcj
By (/if-7 ) we denote the inverse matrix of (fc A) fej ). By using H, we can define a hermitian connection in a canonical manner: A system of matrix valued 1 -forms {coj}, a>^ = {eoj[} on l/ A is called a hermitian connection if
(1-2) o>H= f rUrfzJ where rj..J = £ *A^.
The curvature tensor of the above connection is defined by sn A
We also define
It is easily seen that K^i k^ = K^^. This shows that (K Asi^a ) can be regarded as a hermitian matrix of type (mr, mr).
Definition (1.4). £ is called positive in the sense of S. Nakano [6] if there exists a hermitian inner product in E such that ( -K A)lfc^a ) is positive definite everywhere.
The following is easily proved.
Proposition (1.5). If E is positive, then is positive definite (l.l)-/orw on X.
Then we see that a positive vector bundle induces a kahler metric on X. Now we shall restrict ourselves to a weakly 1 -complete manifold with a positive vector bundle E. The positive metric is denoted by (1.1). Fix a real number c and consider X c . Then X c is also a weakly 1-complete manifold with respect to a complete pseudoconvex function
*-./(,--!-).
For a convex increasing function A, set Then we have a kahler metric S. Nakano [7] ..
T
Referring to (1.11) and (1.14), the second term of the right side of (2.5) becomes
Here note that since 33(^)^0, the last term in (2.6) is non-negative and that the first term in (2.5) and the second term in (2.6) cancel each other. Finally we obtain For each % v we get gf (v) . By (3.1) and (3) there exists a positive constant M which does not depend on v such that Then g (v) e^^0(X c9 E®K, -/J and # (v) is bounded. Therefore there exists a subsequence which converges weakly to a limit g 0 . By (4) we see that g 0 = Q on Jf c -Z d . Also by the continuity of differentiation in the sense of distribution, we have w = #/j0o-Therefore, (u, a)^ = (^0, do) n for aG&o i0 (X c9 E®K). Take <peH°(X d , 0(E®K)) and extend q> to ^* such that <p* E @ 0tQ (X c , E®K). Then we see that (w, which proves Theorem 2.
